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 Support for creating and manipulating XForms, a specification for web-page style presentation that allows users to group data
and commands into blocks that can be aligned and nested in any way and then imported into MathML, a common method for

creating documents in XML. Access to Mathematical Algorithms developed by Wolfram Research. The New Features
Mathematica 9 adds major new capabilities and continues to expand on the existing capabilities. These include a new type of

search, Searching in Annotation, a new type of pattern, Matching Regex, improved support for graphing, Graph Plotting, a fully
integrated equation editor, Word problems, a scriptable and extensible memory structure, Memory, and more. The following

sections describe the new features and improvements of Mathematica 9 in greater detail. Type searching The classic approach to
searching in Mathematica 9 uses a "find" function in the search bar, typing the keyword you are searching for. Mathematica 9

expands on this approach with a new type of search, searching in annotation. If you mark a cell with a red annotation indicating
it's a named location in the document, then any words that match those keywords become the first suggestions for a search. The
example in the following figure shows the results of searching for "pattern matching" in a file that contains lines of text. The red
annotations in the figure mark the two words "matches" and "matching". The resulting suggestions are "matches", "matching",
and "matching query". Searching in annotations is enabled by a new Preferences option, Annotation Findings, which is on by

default. The next example shows the result of searching for in the file that has a red annotation. As in the previous example, the
typing of in the search bar returns the suggested matches as the first suggestions. The following example shows the result of

searching for "text matching" in the file that contains a red annotation. Searching in annotations is currently disabled for files
that have a red mathematical notation, but it will be enabled for those files in a future release. The Annotation Matching mode

of the Find Menu when used with a file that has a red annotation 82157476af
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